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INTRODUCTION

Technology is changing the way that commercial real estate and 

alternative investment sponsors and investors engage, 

communicate, and otherwise conduct every aspect of their 

business. Excel spreadsheets were once the norm, but that is 

increasingly less the case as new tools and software hit the 

market that streamlines and accelerates both front and back 

office processes.

In today’s fast-paced environment, using investor management 

software can have a major impact on the success of your 

investment firm. Organizations can raise equity faster,  

boost asset performance, reduce time to calculate distributions,  

and decrease investor support time. But navigating the evaluation 

and purchase process for investment management software 

can be complex and confusing, and staying current with new 

technology is often cited as a top challenge for firms.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

USE THIS BUYER’S GUIDE TO LEARN ABOUT:

     the industry trends driving the need for investment management software

	 				the	benefits	of	implementing	this	technology	in	your	firm	(including	potential	ROI)

     the features and capabilities you should be looking for in a solution 

     the questions you should be asking when evaluating software

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at AIMsales@realpage.com.

mailto:AIMsales%40realpage.com?subject=
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DEFINING INVESTMENT 
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

WHAT IS INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE?

Investment Management Software is technology that enables commercial real 
estate and alternative investment firms to better engage and grow their investor 
base by providing an enhanced investor experience, as well as by improving 
business operations. In the alternative investment market, outperformance is 
delivered by alignment of data to make faster, smarter decisions. 

For the General Partner: Modernize time-consuming and outdated back office and 
investor management functions with full lifecycle support so that you can focus on 
finding deals and maximizing individual asset performance.

For the investor: Keep up with investors’ evolving expectations for how they receive 
and interpret information with a solution that builds trust and transparency 24/7  
while streamlining equity raises.

TRENDS DRIVING THE NEED FOR A SOFTWARE SOLUTION 

Financial investing is one of the oldest industries in the US, yet it’s also one  
of the last to embrace innovation and adapt to new advances in technology. But that 
only means that this industry is ripe for disruption. Here are just a few of the trends 
driving the need for investment management software today.

     #1: Increasing Demand for Data
The commercial real estate and alternative investment industries have always     
had data available – sometimes an overabundance, but it’s been very siloed 
in the past. Furthermore, the right data is needed to analyze and manage a 
deal. So today we see these industries more driven by data and analytics than 
ever before. But it’s not just about having more data — it’s about visualizing, 
interpreting, and understanding what the data is telling you. Investors 
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demand these insights to be able to make informed, educated decisions. And 
technology enables investors to access that data faster. The market is struggling 
with two primary business challenges when it comes to data: harvesting the data 
and harnessing the data. 

#2: Changing Investor Expectations
The industry has started to shift from a demand perspective. Investors are asking  
for more information about deal flow, deal interaction, and progress and they  
want it more readily available. Going hand in hand with that is the desire for     
increased transparency. Investors want to feel confident that they are making an  
informed decision about choosing an investment firm and making an investment. 
Ultimately, an open exchange of such information builds credibility, facilitates  
a smoother transactional process and it’s a competitive differentiator for capital.

Technology is making it simpler and more efficient for sponsors to contact and  
engage with investors, or vice versa. The result is an enhanced client experience  
and the opportunity for more customized services. As such, we’re getting to 
a point where adapting to new technology isn’t optional. Investors across the 
country or across the world need 24/7 access to key information about their 
investments. Similarly, people don’t just want access to the information when 
they are in the office. They expect and demand real-time updates via mobile, as 
well as the ability to access all investment and legal details instantaneously from 
anywhere.
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BENEFITS OF INVESTMENT 
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

OVERVIEW:

     Reduce Time to Calculate Distributions

     Improve Investor Transparency

     Decrease Investor Support Time

     Raise Equity Faster

     Customize the Investor Experience

DEEP DIVE:

     Reduce Time to Calculate Distributions

     Commercial real estate and alternative investment firms        
     need to be able to calculate accurate distributions for their  
     investors. But running complex waterfalls in fragile Excel      
     spreadsheets takes time, introduces risk, pulls resources      
     away from higher value work, and is simply not scalable as  
     you continue to grow the business.

The Solution: AIM for Investment Management streamlines 
distribution calculations for all scenarios, reducing the amount of 
time required to run these complex computations. Waterfalls can 
be calculated with just the click of a button, and you can customize 
the approval workflow to ensure all stakeholders have had the 
opportunity to review. What was once a resource intensive and error-
prone task is now a quick and accurate activity that saves time and 

improves investor relationships. 
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     Improve Investor Transparency

     Today’s investors expect availability,  trust, and              
     transparency with regards to their investments.  
     To deliver on this expectation, you need an investor 
     dashboard that ties together investors’ information with        
     their distributions and investment information. 

The Solution: AIM for Investment Management offers 24/7 access 
to data that your investors demand, including project information, 
performance metrics, ownership percentages, and historical 
distributions. Your investors can easily access project documents such 
as K-1s and quarterly financials, and quickly update their own bank 
information. AIM for Investment Management, also offers investors 
an online investment wizard and electronic document execution. 
With front and back office support and an investor dashboard, AIM 
for Investment Management is the only software on the market that 

delivers an all-in-one solution.

     Decrease Investor Support Time

Investors are critical to the success of your firm, but 
supporting them can consume significant time and 
resources. Answering phone calls, responding to emails, 
and constantly updating information can take your focus 
away from more value-add tasks for your firm.

The Solution: AIM for Investment Management provides investors 
with an interactive portal that they can access anytime, anywhere, and 
from any device. Investors can quickly update their contact and bank 
information, access and download key statements and documents, 
and view performance metrics. They can also commit and contribute 
to new projects directly through the Offerings page. The outcome 
is decreased investor support time and an improved investor 
experience.
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     Raise Equity Faster

     The steps to raise equity include marketing the opportunity  
     to investors, distributing deal documents, attaining the  
     electronic signature of documents, and receiving funds.  
     But to close as quickly as possible, you need a solution  
     that simplifies, streamlines, and accelerates the capital  
     raising process.  

The Solution: Use the AIM for Investment Management Platform to 
create a compelling deal page, including key info such as pictures 
and maps, investment criteria. performance expectations, funding 
progress, and a deal room for documents. Then either open the 
investment opportunity to all of your investors or restrict to select 
investors. Further, let RealPage AIM help you identify those investors 
who are the best fit for a particular project, based on a variety of 
criteria. Email those target investors with an invitation to invest, and the 
investment wizard will guide them seamlessly through the process.

Customize the Investor Experience

Today’s investors want to feel like they truly know, trust, and 
understand their sponsor. To deliver on these expectations, 
the sponsor needs to build a trusting experience and offer 
personalized engagements with the investor, as well as 
provide transparency and access to information about their 
investments.

The Solution: AIM for Investment Management allows you to create 
templates and investor statements unique to each investor. Add 
custom layouts, colors, images, investment details, tables, text areas, 
and more to these custom statements. Reduce the amount of time 
it takes to create custom property and investment updates for every 
investor while providing a tailored investor experience at scale and 
while enhancing your firm’s professional look.
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KEY FEATURES OF INVESTMENT 
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

OVERVIEW:

     Investor Portal and Document Management

	 				Customer	Relationship	Management	(CRM)

     Distribution Calculations

Investor Statements

Commitments and Capital Calls 

   

DEEP DIVE:

Investor Portal and Document Management

Why It’s Important: Investors are core to your business, 
and they have increasing expectations for transparency and  
availability. They need both visibility of and 24/7 access to 
the performance of their investments, as well as secure 
access to key documents.

AIM’s Investor Dashboards enable you to exceed  investors’ 

expectations while offering military-grade security and saving time 

and resources. AIM is a fully white-label solution designed specifically 

for commercial real estate and alternative investing investors. The 

integrated document management system, effectively a built-in deal 

room, gives investors easy access to project and investor specific 

documents, K-1s, statements, and other reports. And investment 

workflows streamline and accelerate new equity raises. 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

Why It’s Important:  A CRM tool helps sponsors efficiently  
manage their contacts and relationships, track how 
investors and stakeholders engage with your firm, 
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and record communications. Every industry has its own 
unique set of challenges, complexities, and required 
functions, so a CRM tool should be tailored to fit those 
specific needs. Examples of commercial real estate-
specific criteria include asset type preferences and 
investment criteria.

AIM for Investment Management has a CRM tailor-made for  
fast moving businesses that provides a centralized location  
for all investor information, right at your fingertips. Data from the CRM,  
investor dashboards, and back office is in a single location, enabling  
sponsors to easily locate contact information, track engagement,    
surface communication records, and view investment activity. Bulk 
email functionality streamlines inviting investors to invest in new 
opportunities. RealPage AIM clients have found that with CRM 
software in place, they can locate investor information up to 76% 
faster. 

     Distribution Calculations 

Why It’s Important: Excel has long been used for 
distribution waterfall calculations, but while spreadsheets 
can be useful, they also have their limits (and can be 
very time-consuming). After all, getting a result in no way 
guarantees accuracy, and it’s no secret that 9 out of 10 
spreadsheets contain at least one error. As such, there is 
a clear need for a technology solution that can automate 
the formulas and calculations for distribution waterfalls, 
provide templates to maintain compliance, and seamlessly 
connect to distribution processes.

AIM for Investment Management is the only platform that can 
calculate waterfalls and process distributions in minutes, eliminating 
Excel-based risk and other time-consuming manual processes. 
Automate your workflows and export NACHA files for easy distribution 
payments. If there are any discrepancies, use the Waterfall Audit to 
troubleshoot. And provide investors with their own secure dashboards 
to view historic distribution performance positions and new 
investment opportunities. 
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Investor Statements

Why It’s Important: Today’s investors expect availability, 
trust, and transparency with regards to their investments. In 
fact, 63% of investors cite ‘degree of transparency’ as being 
an important decision for their investment. Transparency 
enables sponsors to build credibility with their investors, 
and this open exchange of information ultimately facilitates 
a smoother transactional process. 

AIM for Investment Management provides the ability to generate 
and publish hundreds of investor statements in minutes with the 
simple click of a button. By publishing statements directly to Investor 
Dashboards, sponsors can provide transparency to investors in a 
secure and timely manner. Investor statements can be viewed and 
downloaded 24/7 directly from Investor Dashboards.

Commitments and Capital Calls 

Why It’s Important: When entering new marketplaces 
or looking to purchase new assets, especially as a fund 
operator, gauging investor interest plays a major role in the 
decision to proceed or not. 

AIM for Investment Management allows you to plan, request, and 
collect commitments for new capital raises. This feature enables 
the sponsor to focus more on managing investor relationships by 
consolidating communication tasks and processing the commitments. 
Then, when you are ready to call capital, RealPage AIM allows you to 
notify investors of current capital needs, track incoming capital, and 
easily calculate outstanding capital.
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CRITERIA FOR INVESTMENT 
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

 FEATURE  DESCRIPTION  AIM

 Waterfall Calculations  Functionality to automate workflows, calculate  
 waterfalls, process distributions, and troubleshoot  
 discrepancies in minutes, eliminating Excel-based  
 risk and time-consuming manual processes

  

 ✓

 Capital Calls Plan, request, and collect commitments for new 
capital raises. Then, when you are ready to call 
capital, notify investors of current, capital needs, track 
incoming capital, and easily calculate outstanding 
capital

  

 ✓

 Investor Statements &  
 Dashboards

Generate and publish investors with transparency   
and access via statements that are personalized and 
branded at scale and  investor dashboards that are 
available on-demand, 24/7

 

 ✓

 Capital Raise  Accelerate investor engagements with a deal room,  
 investment wizard, investment workflows, and  
 electronic signature functionality

 

 ✓

 Investor Mobile App  Give investors access to investment performance,  
 on the go, with an intuitive mobile experience for both  
 Android and iOS (Apple) devices

✓
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CRITERIA FOR INVESTMENT 
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE CONT. 

 FEATURE  DESCRIPTION  AIM

 Customer Relationship  
 Management (CRM)

 Efficiently manage relationships with investors  
 through a CRM created specifically for the CRE  
 industry and gain visibility into investor engagement

 

 ✓

 Email Marketing and  
 Communications

 Send communications at scale, and automatically  
 track, store, and display sent emails for a complete  
 view of investor communications

 

 ✓

 Dynamic Contact Lists Take the hassle out of updating contact lists or   
remembering who to copy on an email; simply select 
the appropriate filters to create a unique grouping and 
rest easy knowing the list is updated automatically 
each night so your lists are always ready to use

 

 ✓

 Document Management  
 System

 Securely and easily provide access to project and  
 investor specific documents via an internet-based  
 portal and notify investors when new documents  
 are available

 

 ✓

 K-1 Document Uploader Save time during tax season by quickly and easily      
bulk uploading documents including K-1s and other   
important tax documents

 

 ✓
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CONSIDERATIONS WHEN 
CHOOSING A SOLUTION

CALCULATING ROI

Leveraging investment management software in your commercial real estate 
firm can have a huge impact on resources and the efficiency and effectiveness of 
your business. And any savvy buyer would expect to see a positive ROI on their 
technology investment. After all, if you’re not saving money then you’re losing 
money, right?
 
Additional intangible benefits include:
          scalability 
          increased investor satisfaction
          improved communication with investors 
          more efficient workflows 
     •   enhanced knowledge management

Cost to Delay:
But don’t forget to also consider the cost of not taking action, i.e., “the cost to delay”. 
Failure to modernize and streamline your commercial real estate processes can cost  
you in lost time and resources, as well as missed opportunities because you lacked  
data and insights to take advantage of opportunities or to make informed decisions. 
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CHECKLIST
TO EVALUATE TECHNOLOGY VENDORS

The success of your asset & investment management solution initiatives can 

come down to choosing the right technology vendor. With decades of experience 

in the industry and working with our 650+ customers, we have compiled the 

following list of key questions. These answers will help you make a well-informed 

decision about choosing a technology partner.

Do you have a background in commercial real estate or alternative 
investments? 
You want a vendor who truly understands your industry and the 
corresponding pain points and challenges. Without these insights, how 
would they be able to continue developing the product and building out 
features and functions that fit your needs? 

Do you have a team to assist with data migration?
There is a lot of complex data involved, and no two spreadsheets are alike. 
Does the company sell you the product and leave you on your own? Or 
do they have a data migration and aggregation team to assist you with 
importing all operational and financial data and getting set up for success? 

Do you integrate with other solutions and systems?
Data today is often created and stored in silos across the firm, and efforts 
to utilize this information are impeded by a lack of consistency and ease of 
access. Best in class solutions provide full integration for the entire asset, 
portfolio, and investment lifecycle and all major stakeholders.

What does the onboarding and training process look like? 
Onboarding and training are important elements of the implementation 
process and critical to the success of your technology initiative. Consider 
whether the vendor offers ongoing training and support, if the vendor 
tailors training based on end user and level of experience (vs “one-size-fits-
all”), and if there are resources and / or a knowledge base readily available.

How is your system priced? 
No two customers are the same, so pricing should not be one-size-fits-all.  
It should be customized to meet the needs of your investment firm  
based on factors such as the size and complexity of your firm. 
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How many customers do you have?
Customer references are important when selecting technology. How many  
customers does the vendor have? How did their customers use the 
software to solve similar pain points and challenges? Are there case studies 
and testimonials readily available? 

What are your plans for product development?
Implementing asset and investment management software is not an easy 
process, so you want to work with a vendor who is in it for the long-haul. Do 
they have a history of innovation? Do they invest in product development? 
Is there a transparent roadmap? Do updates come out regularly and 
consistently?

What methods do you use to secure data? 
In investing, you process a lot of sensitive personal and investment 
information. With data breaches appearing in the news with increasing 
frequency, it’s more important now than ever before to confirm that your 
vendor can ensure security and compliance. Consider a software such as 
AIM that uses banking and military level encryption, real-time backups, and 
a data contingency plan.

Does the product have frequent downtime?
How often is the product offline or down, whether scheduled or not? These  
days, instances should be few and far between. In either case, it’s important  
to know what to expect up front.
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NEXT STEPS

WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS?

Asset and Investment Management (AIM) provides institutional investors and 
managers an integrated platform that propels data alignment throughout the 
investment ecosystem to drive the best possible risk-adjusted returns for the private 
and public capital markets. The global platform empowers stakeholders to collect, 
validate, consolidate, and analyze real estate and alternative investment data. AIM 
provides a 360° view across the investment lifecycle, allowing general and limited 
partners to manage investments, model and monitor asset performance, assess risk, 
and easily identify opportunities to maximize returns. 

There are a number of data aggregation platforms across the real estate and 
alternative investment landscape. But for most, there are more limitations than 
innovations. 

There is only one platform that

• Allows you to aggregate, interpret and integrate data across all asset classes       
   in any format
• Enables alignment across your entire real estate and alternative investment  
   ecosystem
• Delivers all the information you need, in a timely manner, to empower you to  
  discover true insights

If you are ready to take the next step, schedule a free demo today!

https://www.investormanagementservices.com/resources/case-study/
https://www.realpage.com/aim/


imscre.com/blog

facebook.com/RealPageAIM

twitter.com/RealPageAIM

linkedin.com/company/realpage-aim

https://www.investormanagementservices.com/blog/
https://www.facebook.com/RealPageAIM/
https://www.facebook.com/RealPageAIM/
https://twitter.com/RealPageAIM
https://twitter.com/RealPageAIM
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/realpage-aim/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/realpage-aim
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/realpage-aim/

